RUBRIC: Design process Investigation (DPI)
Investigation
Component

Background
Question

Name:

Description of required investigation component
This section should be short and concise, no more than a few lines long. It should
summarize your research related to your topic area and lead naturally to your
question.
The scientific question or problem your team is investigating

The statement of the problem in as much detail as you have, including contraints and
Problem Statement the reasons why the problem is important; and why you believe, using information
from theory and your personal background, that a solution can be found.
A list of the minimum materials needed to perform the procedure must be listed in
Materials
this section. Include specific quantities within this section OR your logical steps
section.
Procedure
The written or diagrammed procedure is evaluated as follows
At least two controlled (kept the same) variables must be identified in the procedure
Controlled Variables or the materials list (e.g., same type of seeds in plants specified, same amount and
type of soil specified, same specified temperature).
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Manipulated
Variable(s)

Only one manipulated (independent) variable is identified in the procedure and data
table to be modified at any one time (e.g. size of space above or below ground).

1

Responding
Variable(s)

The targeted responding (dependent) variable(s) is identified in the procedure and
data table (e.g. health of plants as measured by height or number of leaves).

1

Record
Measurements

The procedure states how measurements are recorded periodically and gives a data
table. The phrase "take measurement" or "record data" may not be used.

4

Trials are repeated

Intermediate Results

Extra Vaildity
Measures
Logical Steps
Lab Safety

More than one trial is planned in the procedure for each different manipulated
variable, and noted in the data table, to measure the responding variable (e.g.
including more than one plant for each condition)
The result of each test of each variable are briefly noted. A reason is given for the
choice of constant for that variable before moving on to the next variable to
manipulate.
Additional validity measures that were not included in the scenario investigation
should be included in the procedure (e.g. plant seeds at the same depth). This is
similar to additonal controlled variables, explicitly stated. Usually includes a labeled
diagram, often with key measurements.
The steps of the procedure are detailed enough, and well-ordered, to repeat the
procedure effectively.
Describes all safety procedures to be followed.
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Earned

Investigation
Component

Type
Axis
Labels
Key
Scale

Description of required investigation component

Graph that T.A.L.K.S.
A graph type is chosen that best represents the data collected (pie, line, scatter, bar,
etc.)
Both axes are correctly labeled and include the units.
The title of the graph is in the top center and briefly summarizes (one line) what the
graph represents.
A scale is selected and labeled on each axis that spreads the data over the majority of
graph space.
A suitable size is chosen for the graph. Each axis is divided into equal increments.

A. Explicity state whether your best solution: "completely solved" "did not solve",
Results and Analysis "partially solved" or was "inconclusive". AND how you know (include both qualitative
and quantiatative data).
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B. Explain your results using graphs, tables and charts where appropriate. On your
graph, the X-axis (manipulated variable), y-axis has (responding variable) DRY MIX

5

C. Explain any problems that could have occurred during the investigation that could
have affected the results

5

D. Make suggestions for future investigations resulting from this investigation.

5

Conclusion

This section should be short and concise, no more than a few lines long. It should only
describe your significant experimental results as they relate to your question.
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Citations

This section should appear on a separate page. Any works used as background
research must be cited and appear in APA format. For proper referencing procedure
refer to referencing handout.
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Total Points Earned

60

Comments:

Points
Earned

